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WP4 - JRA2.1 Federated Open Data
• Design and prototype an Open Data platform as a solution to
integrate various data repositories available in EGI, link them
to the OpenAIRE.
• Analysis of open data use cases and requirements
– Analyse and support test use cases of open data from different
data providers, including fishery and marine sciences,
agriculture (Agri-Know) and biodiversity datasets. This will be
expanded with additional communities according to the
requirements collected from the competence centres.
• Design and develop the Open Data platform prototype
– The design will consider the possibility to integrate current EGI
storage services into the platform backend.
• Open Data platform demonstrator
– The pilot of the Open Data platform will be demonstrated on
resources provided by the NGIs that volunteered: CYFRONET
(NGI-PL), IFCA (NGI-ES), CESNET (NGI-CZ). (IFCA 4PM)
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WP4 - JRA2.1 Federated Open Data
Implementation
• The Open Data platform will organize flow of the open data
between EGI infra and the "outside" world.
• The offered solution will be decentralized and will reduce
barriers and effort required to publish or process open data.
• Due to the limitation of the planned effort, the maturity of
the solution will be at prototype level.
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WP4 - JRA2.2 Federated Cloud
Objectives
• Evolve the federated IaaS Cloud platform with functionalities
required by the CCs
• Extend "open standards"-based interfaces exposing new
capabilities
• Maintain interface support for future versions of popular
Cloud Management Frameworks (CMFs).
Activities:
• Extend AppDB
– Extend the AppDB and include support for basic VM management
operations.
• Extending VM management standards support
– New OCCI extensions to support capabilities requested from EGI CCs.
• Relocating VM instances between providers
– Support VM relocation between providers.
(IFCA 4.5PM)
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WP4 - JRA2.2 Federated Cloud
Extending VM Management standards support
• Create two new OCCI standard extensions:
– Support for users creating snapshots.
– Support for changing attached resources to an executing VM
instance (i.e. resize).
• Incoming requests from EGI-Engage’s CC.
• Almost all CMFs support these features, but OCCI standard
lacks them.
D4.2 Final specification: VM snapshot support (M9).
D4.3 Final specification: Resource template changes (M9).
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WP4 - JRA2.2 Federated Cloud
Relocating VM instances between providers
• Workflow and interactions to support VM relocation.
• Open challenges.
– Image format conversion.
– Different hypervisors between RPs.
– Configuration (network, disk) differences between RP and
CMFs.
– Template/Flavor matching.
D4.4 Final specification: Relocating VM instances between
providers (M12).
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WP4 - JRA2.2 Federated Cloud
Integration Support for CMFs
• OCCI in OpenStack originally developed by Intel.
• Code mainteinance is in best-effort, done mostly by
CSIC-IFCA.
• Code uses private APIs that (may) change with each release
– New OCCI release with each OpenStack release to align
interfaces.
• Hard to maintain, hard to add new functionality.
• Drop legacy code, start a new implementation from scratch.
– Use versioned public APIs.
– Not needed to release a new OCCI package for each
OpenStack release.
– Add functional testing in OpenStack QA infrastructure.
– Add support for D4.2 and D4.3.
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WP4 - JRA2.3 e-Infrastructures Integration
Expansion of the EGI capacity and capabilities by integrating its
technical solutions by other e-Infrastructures.
• EGI-EUDAT Harmonisation for Virtual Research Environments.
– Collaboration with the service providers of the EC project EUDAT towards
a harmonisation of the two infrastructures, including technical
interoperability, authentication, authorisation and identity management,
policy and operations.
• The Canadian Advanced Network for Astronomical Research.
– Community services will be provided on top of the federated cloud of EGI
using open source solutions and re-using the CANFAR experience.
• Integration for gCube and the D4Science infrastructure.
– This activity will integrate D4Science resources at Engineering
(commercial) and CNR (public) into the EGI Federated Clouds
infrastructure. The gCube framework will be extended to use EGI
Federated Cloud resources through implementing OCCI client capabilities.
(IFCA 1PM)
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WP4 - JRA2.3 e-Infrastructures Integration
Integration for gCube and D4Science infrastructure
• Support for the integration of the gCube and D4Science
infrastructure.
• Provide a small Cloud testbed for integration and testing.
• Related with the FISH&RINE-CC.
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